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1. INTRODUCTION 
The main objects of this paper are (k; n )-arcs and blocking sets. To put the 
constructions into perspective, we first summarize the known results. 
A blocking set in a projective plane llq of order q is a subset of points meeting every 
line but containing no line entirely. A ·blocking set S is called minimal if it is minimal 
subject to indusion; this is equivalent to saying that for every point P in S there is some 
line lp meeting S only in P. 
THEOREM 1.1. If S is a minimal blocking set in llq, then 
(i) lSI ~ q + y' q + 1 [8]; 
(ii) lSI ~ qy'q + 1 [to]; 
(iii) if q is not a square, lSI ~ q + vzq + 1 [6, 9]. 
In PG(2, q), q square, a subplane of order y'q (a Baer subplane) is a minimal 
blocking set achieving the lower bound (i), while a Hermitian arc (unital) achieves the 
upper bound (ii). However, known constructions of blocking sets either are non-
minimal [4] or are relatively small [17, Ch. 12; 11]. 
One purpose of this paper is to construct large minimal blocking sets from pencils of 
conics. In Section 4, the following theorem is established (it appears as Corollary 4.5). 
THEOREM A. For every A with ~ < A ~ t there are constants C1 and C2 such that in 
PG(2, q), q square, there are minimal blocking sets B with 
Clq1+J..~ IBI ~C2q1+J.. 
for q > qo(A). 
A (k; n)-arc in llq is a set of k points with some n but no n + 1 collinear. To avoid 
trivial cases we suppose that 2 ~ n ~ q. The maximum value of k for which a (k; n )-arc 
exists in PG(2, q) is denoted by mn (2, q). The following theorem incorporates 
well-known results and can be found in [17, Ch. 12]. 
THEOREM 1.2. (i) mn (2, q) ~ (n -1)q + n [1]; 
(ii) if n ~ q and equality occurs in (i), then n divides q [1, 12]; 
(iii) for q = 2h and every divisor n of q, mn (2, q) = (n -1)q + n [13]; 
(iv) if n is not a divisor of q, then mn (2, q) ~ (n -1)q + n - 3 [21]. 
If q is large compared to n, then part (iv) can be improved to 
mn (2, q) ~ (n -1)q + 8n/13. 
For further improvements, see [15]. On the other hand, there are few results on lower 
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bounds for mn (2, q). As the union of t conics is a (k; 2t )-arc, so 
mn (2, q);:;, [!n](q + 1), 
where [N] denotes the integer part of N. Some further results on mn (2, q) are 
summarized in the following. 
THEOREM 1.3. (i) mn (2, q);:;, (n -1)q + 1 for n =!(q + 1) and q odd [2]; 
(ii) mn (2, q);:;, (n - l)q + 1 for n = !(q + 3) and q odd [2]; 
(iii) mq _2(2, q);:;, (q - 3)q + 2 for lJ, even [16]; 
(iv) mn (2, q);:;, (q + y'q + 1)(n - Vq) for q square and n;:;' y'q + 1 (union of 
subplanes) ; 
(v) mn (2, q);:;, (n -1)q + y'q for q square and n = q - y'q [22]; 
(vi) mn (2, q);:;, n(q - 1) for q = pd and n = pd - pm [23] . 
A comprehensive list of bounds can be found in [18]. 
In Section 3, we establish asymptotic values for mn (2, q) when the order of 
magnitude of n is at least qll2+e. The main result can be regarded as a generalization of 
Barlotti's construction in parts (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1.3. The following result appears 
as Theorem 3.4. 
THEOREM B. For every e > 0 and 6> 0, there is a qo = qo(e, 6) such that, for every 
n > qll2+"', 
when q >qo. 
It is worth mentioning that the blocking sets constructed in Theorem A are 
(k; n )-arcs with n - q A and ~ < A ~! in a plane of square order q, thus yielding a lower 
bound for mn (2, q) in the range when Theorem 1.3(iv) gives nothing. 
The results of this paper can be considered as complementary to those ofUghi [27, 28], 
who considered asymptotic properties of (k; n)-arcs and blocking sets for small n. 
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the field of q elements 
= GF(q)\{O} 
a projective plane of order q 
the projective plane over GF(q) 
the affine plane over GF(q) 
co-ordinates in AG(2, q) 
co-ordinates in PG(2, q) 
the maximum size of a (k; n)-arc in PG(2, q) 
the conic in PG(2, q) with equation yz = x 2 + AZ2 
the set of external points of 9JI( A) 
the set of internal points of 9JI(A) 
U 9JI(A) as A varies in a subset B of GF(q) 
a multiplicative character of GF(q) 
the quadratic character of GF(q), q odd 
an arbitrary non-zero square in GF(q) 
an arbitrary non-square in GF(q) 
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2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Let A c GF(q), q odd, satisfy the property: 
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b - c is a non-zero square for all b, c in A with b -=1= c. (2.1) 
When IAI ~ 2, it follows that q == 1 (mod 4). For, b, c E A implies that b - c and c - b 
are squares, and so (b - c)/(c - b) = -1 is a square. This holds in particular when q is 
square. It was shown by Blokhuis [5] that IAI ~ Vq for q square and that if IAI = Vq 
with 0, 1 in A then A = GF(Vq) . . 
In PG(2, q), let q>().) be the conic with equation yz = x 2 + )'Z2. Define 
JC(B) = U q>().) 
AEB 
THEOREM 2.1. For q == 1 (mod 4), let A be maximal subject to property (2.1) and let 
b be a fixed non-square in GF(q). Then 
JC(bA) = {(x, x 2 + ba, 1) I a E A, x E GF(q)} U {(O, 1, O)} 
is a minimal blocking set in PG(2, q). 
PROOF. This is Theorem 2 of [24]. • 
THEOREM 2.2. Let N be the number of rational points on a non-singular curve of 
genus g defined over GF(q). Then 
IN - (q + 1)1 ~ 2gVq. 
PROOF. This is the Hasse-Weil theorem. See [17, Section 10.2] for an exposition 
and references. • 
Let X be a multiplicative character of GF(q). Thus, if a is a primitive element of 
GF(q), 
x(a) = e2n;iml(q - l) 
for some m in {O, 1, ... , q - 2}. The order of X is (q -l)/(m, q - 1). 
THEOREM 2.3. Let X be a mUltiplicative character of GF(q) of order r > 1 and let f in 
GF(q)[x] be a monic polynomial of positive degree that is not the rth power of a 
polynomial. Let d be the number of distinct roots of f in its splitting field over GF(q). 
Then 
I 2: X(f(C»I~(d-1)Vq. cEGF(q) 
PROOF. This is Theorem 5.41 of Lidl and Niederreiter [20]. • 
THEOREM 2.4. Let fI> .. . ,Is E GF(q )[x] such that fi,!i2 .. . /;, -=1= bg2 for any polyno-
mial g and element b of GF(q). Then the number N defined by 
N = I{c E GF(q) IMc) = 0 for 1 ~ i ~s}1 
satisfies 
IN - q/2s l ~ !(Vq + 1) 2: degj;. 
i 
PROOF. This was proved in [24J as a consequence of Theorem 2.3. • 
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Similar ideas were used by Graham and Spencer [14] and Bollobas and Thomasen [7] 
to prove pseudo-random properties of Paley graphs. A similar result to Theorem 2.4 
was obtained by Bartocci [3] and Ughi [25]. Their result was more general but less 
precise, as an arbitrary subgroup of the multiplicative group of GF(q) and polynomials 
in several indeterminates were considered. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let q be an odd square and let r = p2 be a non-square in GF(Vq). If 
a = a + pb, with a, bE GF(Vq), then: 
(i) there are precisely HVq - 1) elements u in GF(Vq) such that a - u is a square; 
(ii) for such elements u we have u = -[a + v2 + rb2/(4v2)] for some v in GF(Vq)\{O}. 
PROOF. See [19, Lemma 5.2]. • 
One can expect a similar result in GF(ph) if h is small compared to p. 
LEMMA 2.6. If, in PG(2, q), the condition II n K(B)I E {jl, ... , M is satisfied for 
the lines I with equation y = cz, then it is satisfied for all q2 lines not through (0, 1,0). 
PROOF. See [19, Lemma 5.3]. • 
3. (k, n )-ARCS CONSTRUCTED FROM A PENCIL OF TOUCHING CONICS WHEN q IS ODD 
The purpose of this section is to construct large (k, n)-arcs for n close to q; the arcs 
have k ~ (n - e)q with n ~ qll2+6. 
THEOREM 3.1. For q odd, let s > 1 be a fixed divisor of q -1, let -v be a fixed 
non-square in GF(q), and let B = {VUs I u E GF(q)}. Then J( = J(B) is a (k, n )-arc 
such that: 
(a) n~{q-l+(s-I)Vq+3s}/s; 
(b) J( has at most s + 2 or 2s + 3 different intersection numbers according as s is even or 
odd; 
(c) k = q(q - 1)/s + q + 1. 
PROOF. The line I", with equation z = 0 meets J( in one point and, since 
IBI = (q - 1)/s + 1, the other lines through (0,1,0) meet J( in (q - 1)/s + 2 points. By 
Lemma 2.6, it suffices to consider the lines with equation y = cz; thus we require the 
size of the set 
{u I c - vus is a square in GF(q)}. 
First, take c = O. For seven, - vus is a non-square for u *" 0; hence y = 0 meets J( in 
one point. For s odd, -vus is a square for precisely !(q -1)/s non-zero values, whence 
J( meets the line y = 0 in (q -1)/s + 1 points. 
Now consider c *" O. The polynomial f (u) = c - vus has no multiple roots as 
f' = -vus - l is coprime to f. Let w be the quadratic character of GF(q); that is, 
w(u) = 1 or -1 according as u is a non-zero square or a non-square and w(O) = O. 
Then, by Theorem 2.3, 
Therefore 
I{u I w(c - VUS ) = 1}1 ~!(q -1) +!(s -1)Vq + 1. 
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Since 
I{u I W(c - VUS ) = O}I :oS;s, 
so 
I{ VU S I W(c - VU S ) * -l}I:oS;!(q - l)/s + (s -l)Vq/(2s) + l/s + 1. 
Hence the line Ie with equation y = cz meets X in at most 
(q -l)/s + (s -l)Vq/s +2+ 1 
points, proving (a). 
Suppose that c = dvs• Then 
w(c - VUS ) = w(dvS - VUS ) = w(d - v(u/vY)w(VS ). 
Hence, if s is even, lie n XI = lid n XI. Therefore, considering also 100 and 10 , the set X 
has at most s + 2 intersection numbers. Similarly, when s is odd and c = dv 2s, then 
w(c - VUS ) = W(dV2s - VU S ) = w(c - V(U/V2y) X w(v2s ). Thus X has at most 2s + 3 
intersection numbers. • 
COMMENTS. (1) For s = 2, this construction is a particular case of the construction of 
Barlotti [2] mentioned in Theorem 1.3(ii). 
(2) Theorem 3.1, the remainder part in the upper bound for n is less than the main 
part iff s:oS; Vq. So this construction yields a better lower bound than the simplest one 
of [n/2]q. If the order of magnitude of s is less than Vq, i.e. s = o(yq), then 
n - (q -l)/s and IXI- q(q - l)/s + q - nq. So the theorem gives relatively large 
(k, n)-arcs; however, n is very close to a divisor of q - 1, which is a strong restriction. 
cf [27] 
(3) Let p be a sufficiently large prime and let h» VP logp. Let A = {O, 1, ... , h} 
and consider the set X(A). As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, it is necessary to find 
l{ulc-u=D}I. 
By the Polya-Vinagradov inequality (see [2, p. 251]), 
I~o w(c - U)I :oS; VP logp. 
It then follows that lie n XI :oS; 2Vp logp + h - h. 
When q is odd, a point is external to the conic r5 in PG(2, q) if it lies on precisely 
two tangents; it is internal if it is neither on r5 nor external. For properties of such 
points see [17, Ch. 12]. For the conic @l(A), let .Ji(A) denote the set of its internal points 
and ~(A) the set of its external points. Let Y = (0, 1, 0). 
LEMMA 3.2. (i) @l(u)\{Y} c ~(A)~A- tJ is a non-zero square; 
(ii) @l(tJ)\{Y} c .Ji(A)~A - tJ is a non-square. 
PROOF. The polar of (xo, Yo, zo) with respect to @l(A) has equation 2xxo - yZo + 
z(2AZo - Yo) = 0, and so meets @l(A) in the point (t, t2 + A, 1) where -t2zo + 2txo + 
AZo - Yo = O. If (xo, Yo, zo) = (s, S2 + tJ, 1), this condition becomes -t2 + 2ts + A - tJ -
S2 = O. The discriminant of this quadratic (in t) is I':::, = A - tJ, and the result follows .• 
Let L=2io+2il···+2iw with 0=io<i1 <···<iw <m and let c=L/2m; thus Lis 
odd and 0 < c < 1. 
THEOREM 3.3. For q;;:::: (m + 1)~2m, there exist (k; n)-arcs in PG(2, q) such that: 
(a) n:oS; cq + !(m + l)(m + 2)(Vq + 1) + 1; 
(b) k;;:::: cq2 -lm(m + l)q(Vq + 1). 
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TABLE 1 
m=l m=2 m=3 
.1\ U .12 U .13 
.12 U.13 
(.1\ n .12) U .13 
.13 
(.1\ U .12) n .13 
.12 n.13 
.1\ n .12 n .13 
PROOF. Choose a subset A = {ao, aI, ... , am-I} of GF(q) and let B be any subset 
of A. Let I", be the line with equation z = 0 and let AG(2, q) = PG(2, q)\I",. Consider 
the set 'X of points of AG(2, q) which are external to the conics ~(ai)' ai E B, and 
internal to the conics ~(aJ, aj E A \B. By Theorem 2.4, for q sufficiently large, I 'XI is 
approximately q 12m , independently of the choice (and size) of B. By taking the union 
of L disjoint such sets, we obtain a set satisfying (a) and (b): this process is now 
described in some detail. 
For the first few values of m, these sets are listed simply as in Table 1, where we 
write .fij for .fi(aJ. This table can be constructed inductively. The lower half of the 
(m + l)th column is obtained by taking intersections of the mth column with .fim+l> 
while the upper half is obtained by taking unions. The main difficulty is to control the 
remainder term for the size of a member of the (m + l)th column. To do this, we 
rewrite Table 1 as Table 2, using only disjoint unions. 
More formally, this procedure can be described in the following way. Let 
w 
'X = U 'X" 
t=O 
where 
w 
JCr = .fiit n n .fii n n '(;i,. j*i r=t+I 
j>i, 
The important fact is that 'JC" n JCr = 0 for s *" t. Thus I'XI = ~;v=o l'Xtl. 
Therefore, l'Xtl must be estimated carefully, and this can be done using Theorem 2.4. 
From Lemma 3.2 and Table 1, the set JCr is a union of conics ~(A). Hence IJCrI = Ntq, 
where Nt is the number of solutions in A of the following: 
-A + ai, = 0 (r = t + 1, ... , w), -A + ai, = 6., 
-A+aj=6. (j*"inj>i"j~m-1). 
As (3.1) consists of m - it conditions of degree 1, 
Nt ~ q/2m-it -!(m - itKyq + 1). 
m=l m=2 
.1\ (.1\ n ~2) t:J .12 
.12 
.1\ n.12 
TABLE 2 
m=3 
(.1\ n ~2 n ~3) t:J (.12 n ~3) t:J.13 
(.12 n ~3) t:J.13 
(.1\ n.12 n ~3) t:J.13 
.13 
(.1\ n ~2 n .13) t:J (.12 n .13) 
.12 n.13 
.1\ n .12 n .13 
(3.1) 
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Hence 
w w 
IXI ~ L q/2m- i,_! L (m - it)(Vq + 1) 
t=O t=O 
~ q2L/2m - ~m(m + 1)q(Vq + 1). 
Similarly, IXI ~ q2L/2m + ~m(m + 1)(q(Vq + 1). Thus condition (b) is established. 
Now, an upper bound is required for the size of collinear subsets of X. As X is the 
union of conics and as a line I through (0,1,0) has one other point on each of these 
conics, so II n XI = IXI/q. For the other intersection numbers it suffices, by Lemma 
2.6, to consider the lines Ie with equation y = cz. First suppose that c "* aj. The line Ie 
meets g»()..) in two points iff c -).. is a square and, since g»()..) eXt, conditions (3.1) 
hold. Thus there are 1 + m - it conditions on ).. and so the number of such)" is less than 
q /21+m- i , + !(m + 1 - it)(V q + 1). Hence 
lie n Xrl ~ q/2m- i, + (m + 1- it)(Vq + 1). 
Therefore, 
lie n XI ~ qL/2m + !(m + 1)(m + 2)(Vq + 1) + 1, 
where the additional one comes from the fact that Ie may touch at most one parabola 
g»()..) in X. 
Now suppose that c = aj • If j "* ir then the conditions 
c-)..=D, (3.2) 
are contradictory and lie n XI = O. If j = in then Ie meets X iff t < r. In this case 
lie n Xrl = 2IXrI/q, as c -).. = 0 and ai, -).. = 0 are the same condition, whence Ie 
meets every conic in Xr in two points. So lie n XI = (2/q) I:t<r IXrI. In particular, 
Ie n Xw = O. As IXwl ~! lXI, this implies that 
lie n XI ~ (2/q) IXI/2 ~ qL/2m + ~m(m + 1)(Vq + 1). 
This proves condition (a). • 
THEOREM 3.4. For every c with 0 < c < 1 and every t: > 0, there is a qo( E) such that, 
for q > qo(E), there are (k; n)-arcs in PG(2, q) with n ~ cq and k ~ (c - E)q2. 
PROOF. Choose m so that 
!(m + 1)(m + 2)(Vq + 1) + 1 < lEq. 
Then pick L such that 
Applying Theorem 3.3 for this L/2m, we obtain 
and 
IXI ~q2L/2m - ~m(m + 1)q(Vq + 1) 
< q2(C - ~E) - f,Eq2 
>(C-E)q2 
lie n XI ~ qL/2m + !(m + 1)(m + 2)(Vq + 1) + 1 
< (c - i E)q + l Eq 
=cq. • 
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REMARK. Another way of expressing the result of Theorem 3.4 is that, replacing e 
by CE, there exist (k; n)-arcs with n - cq and k ~ (1- e)nq for sufficiently large q. This 
general result remains true while the remainder term !(m + 1)(m + 2)(v'q + 1) + 1 is 
less than q/2m. This means, roughly, that m < (! - <,)log2 q. 
4. (k, n)-ARcs CONSTRUCI"ED FROM A PENCIL OF TOUCHING CUBICS WHEN q IS EVEN 
When the plane has even order the construction of the previous section needs to be 
modified, as it is based on the notion of external and internal points of a conic. 
Therefore in the even order case we will use a pencil of rational cubics instead of 
conics, and the upper bound for n will be proved using the Hasse-Weil theorem 
(Theorem 2.2). Before the proof of this geometric result we need two elementary 
lemmas about the additive group of GF(q), q even. 
LEMMA 4.1. The maximal subgroups of GF(q), q even, are precisely the subgroups 
Ma = {u2 + au I u E GF(q)} 
for each a in GF(q)\{O}. 
PROOF. As the number of maximal subgroups is q -1, it must be shown that 
Ma '* Mb when a '* b. However, 
Ma n Mb = {x I x = u2 + au = v2 + bv}. 
The number of points (u, v, w) such that u2 + auw = v 2 + bvw is q + 1, of which only 
one has w = 0, namely (1,1,0). For each (u, v) giving an x there are three others, 
(u +a, v), (u, v + b) and (u + a, v + b). So when a ,*b we have IMa n Mbl = q/4. • 
LEMMA 4.2. In GF(q), q=2h, there is a chain of subgroups Ho>H1 >·· ·>Hh 
such that: 
(i) Ho = GF(q), Hh = {O}; 
(ii) [H;: H;+t1 = 2; 
(iii) H; = {L;(u) I u E GF(q)}, where L; is a linearized polynomial of degree 2; with the 
coefficient of u non-zero. 
PROOF. First, with the notion of Lemma 4.1, we describe the elements of Ma n Mb 
by a polynomial of degree 4. When the mapping L;: v ~ v 2 + bv is restricted to Ma, the 
elements 
z = (u2 + au)2 + b(u2 + au) (4.1) 
are obtained. Let M be the set of such z. If ker Ll C Ma, then M, which is the image of 
Ll restricted to Ma, has index 2 in Mb. However, ker Ll C Ma means that bEMa. So, in 
this case, the map 
L 2: u~ (u2 + auf + b(u2 + au) (4.2) 
has three properties: (i) 1m L2 = H2 < HI = Mb; (ii) [HI: H2] = 2; (iii) the coefficient of u 
in L2(U) is not zero. Now, the chain can be constructed inductively. Suppose that 
Lv ... , L; (i ~ 2) are given; then [GF(q): H;] = 2;, where H; = 1m L;, and Iker L;I = 2;. 
To define L;+1 such that 1m L;+1 is of index 2 in Hi and L;+1 is defined by a polynomial 
of degree 2;+1, choose a maximal subgroup Mb containing ker L; and consider the 
mapping 
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As Mb = {u2 + bu ! U E HG(q)} , SO 
1m L;+1 = 1m L;!Mb. 
Since ker L; ~ Mb , so 
11m (L;!Mb)1 = IMbl/lker L;I =! IGF(q)l/lker L;I 
=!IH;I; 
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thus IHi+11 =! IH;!. From the definition of Li+1' we have that Hi+1 c H; and that the 
coefficient of U in L;+1(U) is non-zero. • 
LEMMA 4.3. For a fixed i and for any t in GF(q), define 
:mil = U {(x, x 3 + V + t, 1) ! x E GF(q)} U {O, 1, O}. 
veHj 
Then :mil is a (k; n )-arc with 
k = 1 + q2h -;, 
PROOF. (i) Since IHil = 2h-i, this gives k. 
(ii) Consider a line with equation y = ax + b. The points common to :mil and the 
line correspond to solutions of the equation 
x
3 + Li(U) + t = ax + b. (4.3) 
This is an absolutely irreducible affine curve of degree max(3, 2i) with just one singular 
point (at infinity) when i ~ 3; the point has multiplicity 2i - 3. The genus g satisfies 
g ~ H2i -:- 1)(2i - 2) - !(2i - 3)(2i - 4) 
= t+1 - 5 < 2i+1. 
Therefore the number N of the points of the curve satifises 
N~q + 1 +2gyq 
<2h+2i+2Yq. 
As Li(U) = Li(V) has precisely 2i roots in u, the number of x for which (4.3) has a 
solution in U is 
This proves (ii). • 
To obtain more general results , we will take the union of disjoint sets :mi). First, let 
L = 2io + 2il + ... + 2iw 
with O~io<il<···<iw<m and let c=LI2m; thus L is odd and O<c<1 as in 
Section 3. 
THEOREM 4.4. There exist (k; n)-arcs in PG(2, q), q = 2h, such that 
k= cq2+1, n~cq+4hYq. 
PROOF. Choose elements tj for 0 ~ j ~ w such that the cosets tj + Hi are pairwise 
disjoint. Let 'X; =:mi) as in Lemma 4.3, with t = tj and i = ij . Now, take I 
w 
J(= U 'X;. 
j=O 
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The sets 'J4 are pairwise disjoint from the choice of cosets tj + H;j. The result follows 
immediately from Lemma 4.3. • 
REMARK. A similar construction works for q odd. Since it gives nothing for planes 
of prime order, the details are omitted. 
THEOREM 4.5. For every c with 0 < c < 1 and every e > 0, there is a qo( e) such that 
there are (k; n)-arcs in PG(2, q), q > qo(e), with k > (c - e)q2 and n < cq. 
PROOF. Choose h so that, with q = 2h, 
4h/Yq <leo 
Then choose I so that 
c - ~ e < 1/2h < c - ~ e. 
Applying Theorem 4.4 gives 
k ~ q21/2h + 1> q2(C - ~e) + 1 > (c - e)q2 
and 
n ~ ql/2h + 4hYq < (c -le)q + leyq < cq. • 
REMARK. Replacing e by ce, Theorem 4.5 tells us that there exist (k; n )-arcs with 
n - cq and k ~ (1- e)nq for sufficiently large q. 
5. BLOCKING SETS CONSTRUCTED FROM A PENCIL OF TOUCHING CONICS 
The results of this section are based on Theorem 2.1. First, we state two preliminary 
theorems. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let A be a subset of GF(q), maximal with respect to property (2.1). 
Then for every e > 0 there exists qo( e) such that, for q > qo( e), 
IAI ~ (! - e)q log2 q. (5.1) 
PROOF. See [24]. • 
Theorem 4.1 establishes the existence of minimal blocking sets of size at least 
G - e)q log2 q, when q == 1 (mod 4). This number is greater than the lower bound but 
not near the upper bound of qyq + 1. For q a non-square no large minimal blocking 
sets are known. For q a square, it is possible to modify a Hermitian arc 'Jt for which 
there is a point Q off 'Jt such that the Y q + 1 unisecants through Q to 'Jt meet in 
collinear points. Any subset of Y q of these points can be removed and Q added to 
form a minimal blocking set of size qy q - Y q + 2. 
Now we wish to construct minimal blocking sets the sizes of which fill up an interval 
with endpoint qyq + 1. This means applying the construction of the set X(A) at the 
beginning of Section 2 with IA I - q a (a ~!) and with A satisfying (2.1). 
THEOREM 5.2. Let q = q'2 and let m be an integer satisfying 
(2m + 1)2m+l ~ Y q l_1. 
Then there is a minimal blocking set X( D) in PG (2, q) such that 
(5.2) 
qYq/2m - mq4yq + 1 ~ IX(D)I ~ qyq/2m + mq(4yq + 3) + 1. (5.3) 
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PROOF. By Theorem 2.1 it suffices to construct a subset D of GF(q) with 
IDI- qyq/2m. Following Lemma 2.5, let r = p2 be a non-square in GF(yq) and 
choose m elements Zi = Xi + PYo, where Xt. ... ,Xm, Yo E GF(q'). Now consider the 
elements u in GF(q') for which Zi - u is a square, all i. Since Zi - Zj E GF(q'), it is a 
square. Thus 
e = {zv ... , zm} U {u E GF(q') I Zi - U = 0, all i} 
satisfies (2.1). If Zi - u is a square then, by Lemma 2.5(ii), 
u = -Xi + v~ + ryM(4vT) 
for some Vi in GF(q'). Let V; = v~; then 
V~ - (u + Xi)V; + ryM4 = o. 
(5.4) 
(5.5) 
As ryM4 is a non-square in GF(q'), exactly one root of this equation is a square in 
GF(q'); this means that there is a V; in GF(q') with v~ = V; for this root Vi. Therefore 
it is sufficient that the discriminant of (4.5) is a square; that is, the m conditions 
(u + xif - ry~ = 0, i = 1, ... , m, (5.6) 
must hold for some u. The quadratics in (5.6) have no repeated roots or roots in 
common. Hence, by Theorem 2.4, the number N of elements u satisfying (5.6) is 
subject to the inequalities 
q' /2m - m(yq' + 1) ~ N ~ q' /2m + m(yq' + 1). (5.7) 
It remain~ to consider the maximality of e in (5.4). We show that for every 
; = a + pb not in e, ; =1= Zi, there is some u in GF(q') n e such that ; - u is a 
non-square; hence e can at most be enlarged by the elements Zv ... ,zm. So the 
existence of such a u is equivalent to the fact that N is larger than the number N' of 
solutions of 
Zi - U = 0, i = 1, ... , m; ; - u = 6.. (5.8) 
As above, this system (5.8) is equivalent to 
V~ - (u + Xi) V; + ry~/4 = 0, i = 1, ... , m, 
V 2 - (u + a)V + rb2/4 = O. (5.9) 
The discriminants of the quadratics in (5.9) satisfy 
(u +xif- ry~= 0, (u + a)2 + rb2 = 6.. (5.10) 
Again, by Theorem 2.4, we obtain that 
q' 12m+l_ (m + 1)(yq' + 1) ~ N' ~ q' 12m+ 1 + (m + 1)(yq' + 1). 
Therefore N' < N holds when 
q' 12m+ 1 + (m + 1)(yq' + 1) < q' 12m - m(yq' + 1); (5.11) 
this is equivalent to (5.2). This argument shows that the only elements that can be 
added to e are zt. ... , zm. Hence the size of a maximal D containing e satisfies 
m +N~IDI ~2m +N; (5.12) 
here the lower bound is ICI and the upper bound is Ie U {zt. ... , zm}l. Hence, (5.12) 
and (5.7) give 
q'/2m -mYq' ~ IDI ~q'/2m +m(yq' +3). 
Since IJt{D)1 = q IDI + 1, the result (5.3) is obtained. 
(5.13) 
• 
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To understand the orders of magnitude in the theorem just proved, it should be 
noted that (5.2) holds when m"';; (! -e)log2 q' and q is sufficiently large. If m = c log2 q' 
with O<c<!, then 
q312-cl2 _ !cq5/410g2 q",;; IX(D)I",;; q3/2-cl2 + !cq5/410g2 q; 
that is, IX(D)I- q3/2- CI2. 
(5.14) 
COROLLARY 5.3. For every a with 5/4<£1'",;;3/2 there is a qo=qo(£1') such that/or 
q > qo there exists a minimal blocking set X in PG(2, q), q square, with IXI- qa. 
REMARK. For a fixed ~, the number N' of solutions of (5.8) is related to the number 
of common points of X(D) and the line IT; with equation y = ~z. So X(D) is a 
(k; n)-arc with n",;; q ' /2m + 2(m + l)(y'q' + 1) + 4m. As the latter number is roughly 
IX(D)I/q, so X(D) is large as a (k; n )-arc. 
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